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Abstract—In this paper, the notion of reliability assessment for6
distribution system applications is revisited to include a number7
of practices emerging in the smart grid context. The information8
on the variations in time of generation and demand is taken into9
account to establish a reference network configuration that con-10
siders the definition of an intraday reconfiguration strategy based11
on conventional load profiles for different categories of demand12
(residential, industrial, and commercial). After a fault, the ser-13
vice restoration process is aided by the formation of autonomous14
islanded subsystems (microgrids). During the restoration period,15
each subsystem is able to serve the local demand in a given por-16
tion of the network and to reconnect to the main network through17
proper synchronization. Dedicated solutions for mobile generation18
and storage are exploited to reach the nodes needing additional19
supply. A sequential Monte Carlo method is used to carry out20
reliability assessment. The use of this method incorporates the ef-21
fects of interfering near-coincident faults and time-varying load22
and local generation patterns. The application on a real distribu-23
tion network is presented, showing the probability distributions24
of the reliability indicators (power and energy not supplied), as25
well as the breakdown of these indicators for different demand26
categories.27

Index Terms—Demand profile, intraday reconfiguration, micro-28
grid, mobile generation, reliability, resilience, sequential Monte29
Carlo (MC), smart grid.30

I. INTRODUCTION31

M ICROGRIDS are emerging as viable network structures32

to serve the local demand in the presence of an ade-33

quate local energy mix, able to provide voltage and frequency34
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control and grid stability through the available resources during 35

operation [1]. The concepts used to operate a microgrid can be 36

adopted to determine how to manage an intentional island taken 37

as a subsystem of a distribution network to obtain benefits during 38

the restoration process after a fault [2]. In the same way, these 39

concepts may be used to identify subsystems with self-healing 40

capabilities, with the aim of enhancing the distribution system’s 41

resilience against extended service interruption events [3]–[5]. 42

The classical reliability analysis of distribution systems is 43

based on the calculation of a number of indicators taking into 44

account the frequency and duration of the interruptions, for ex- 45

ample, leading to the determination of the system availability, 46

and the power and energy not supplied (ENS). Reliability indi- 47

cators may be calculated either a posteriori (e.g., at the end of 48

each year) in order to check the compliance with the regulatory 49

limits set up by the relevant authority, or a priori (e.g., on the 50

basis of the expected network operation for the next period) 51

in order to be used as objective functions for single- or multi- 52

objective optimization purposes [6]–[8], or within operational 53

planning or expansion planning tools [9]–[12]. 54

In the classical a priori reliability analysis, the typical calcu- 55

lations were based on a number of hypotheses, generally con- 56

sidering a given network structure (i.e., the standard network 57

configuration), given power for each customer (based on the 58

contract power), and the absence of a contribution from local 59

generation. Deterministic or probabilistic methods are used. The 60

latter ones are of particular interest as they provide information 61

on the probability distributions of the reliability indices, mak- 62

ing it possible to determine the exceeding probability of these 63

indices with respect to specific limits. 64

Analytical methods or Monte Carlo (MC) methods may be 65

used for a probabilistic reliability analysis [13]. Analytical meth- 66

ods are faster [14]. An effective method that uses the characteris- 67

tic functions is illustrated in [15]. A limitation of the analytical 68

approach is that it cannot consider common-mode and inter- 69

fering near-coincident faults. These limitations are not present 70

in MC methods [16], in which the effects of multiple faults 71

can be included, as well as dependencies on external variables 72

and time-changing loads or generation. Different types of MC 73

simulation include nonsequential methods with state sampling 74

or state transition sampling [16], time sequential methods with 75

state duration sampling, and pseudo-sequential MC methods 76
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with a nonsequential selection of the failure states and a se-77

quential simulation of the sequence of neighboring states [17].78

A recent proposal to represent correlated time series within a79

nonsequential method is discussed in [18].80

The penetration of distributed energy resources (DER), in-81

cluding distributed generation (DG), distributed storage (DS),82

and demand response (DR), has raised interest in reliability83

assessment with DER, in particular with respect to the possi-84

bility of creating islands during the service restoration process,85

and also as an alternative to construct new network branches86

[19]–[22]. A general overview of reliability models and methods87

for distribution systems with renewable energy DG is reported88

in [23]. An analytical formulation of reliability assessment with89

remote-controlled switches and islanded microgrids is presented90

in [24]. An analytical method that considers the DG reliability91

model, islanding operation, and changes in the protection strat-92

egy is described in [25].93

A nonsequential MC method is used in [26] to evaluate the94

reliability of active distribution grids. The application of the95

pseudo-sequential MC method is discussed in [27]. Examples96

of using the time-sequential MC method are reported in [28]97

to calculate the reliability indices for different DG applications98

without considering islanding, and in [29] with the possibility99

of forming islands for the generators placed downstream with100

respect to the fault. A two-step MC simulation is used in [30],101

where a number of new metrics for reliability assessment with102

microgrids are also introduced.103

A specific case of using DS to improve reliability by consid-104

ering both the customers’ willingness to pay and the DS cost is105

presented in [31]. In [32] and [33], electric vehicles operating106

in vehicle-to-grid (V2G) mode are considered as a further pos-107

sibility of enhancing reliability by exploiting the local supply108

located in parking lots. Centralized and dispersed contributions109

of electric vehicles including V2G and vehicle-to-home (V2H)110

are addressed in [34]. Furthermore, DR has the potential to im-111

prove service reliability during contingencies, provided that an112

appropriate plan for DR procurement is set up [35].113

In a smart grid context, the evolution of distribution automa-114

tion, DER control, computational methods, and data analyt-115

ics is making it possible to introduce a number of additional116

features into the classical reliability analysis tools. Thereby,117

reliability assessment is enriched with innovative contents118

as follows.119

1) The incorporation of DER in the service restoration pro-120

cess, with the creation of intentional islands, provided121

that the technical properties of the DER are appropriate to122

ensure suitable control and stability of the microgrid.123

2) The provision of supply through mobile generation and124

storage, to add flexibility to the location of additional125

supply sources during the service restoration process.126

3) The possibility of considering demand profiles for differ-127

ent types of customers, that is, enabling the distinction128

among the interruptions occurring in different time peri-129

ods for these customers.130

4) Change of network configurations over time, determining131

the most appropriate intraday configurations according to132

specific objective functions.133

This paper shows how the above-mentioned contents are in- 134

cluded in reliability analysis, with the calculation of probabilis- 135

tic reliability indices. In [36], a time-sequential MC simulation 136

is presented for reliability evaluation of distribution systems 137

with the presence of chronological patterns of specific renew- 138

able generation, using an intraday reconfiguration considering 139

two optimal topologies for peak and off-peak hours. This pa- 140

per is an extended and generalized version of [36]. The specific 141

contributions are as follows. 142

1) An introduction of a set of conventional load profiles in the 143

reliability analysis, in order to enable the determination 144

of the share of ENS of the different types of consumers 145

(e.g., residential, industrial and commercial), and local 146

generation systems. 147

2) The execution of a time-sequential MC simulation by con- 148

sidering the starting configuration resulting from the in- 149

traday reconfiguration carried out at fixed time intervals 150

on the basis of the conventional load profiles. 151

3) the formulation of a mathematical model for reliability 152

assessment of a distribution system with renewable gen- 153

eration, possible formation of intentional islands, and use 154

of mobile generation and storage systems. 155

The next sections of this paper are organized as follows. Sec- 156

tion II recalls the reliability assessment methods used with DER 157

and describes the emergent practices recently introduced in the 158

smart grid context, which contribute to reliability assessment 159

with new information. Section III reports the details of the re- 160

liability assessment procedure. Section IV shows the results of 161

a case study of a real distribution network. Section V contains 162

concluding remarks. 163

II. EMERGENT PRACTICES IN THE SMART GRID CONTEXT 164

A. Conventional Demand Profiles in Reliability Analysis 165

Considering the same duration of the interruptions, the ENS 166

of different types of customers changes when the interruption 167

starts at different times of the day [37]. Indeed, more refined 168

information may be found from a statistical assessment of the 169

duration of the interruptions depending on the starting time 170

of the interruption [38]. Reliability analysis techniques may 171

be detailed by introducing the variation of the load patterns 172

throughout time [39]. Hourly patterns of load and renewable 173

energy sources are used in the analytical approach presented 174

in [40]. The study presented in [41] concludes that the time 175

dependence of the interruption cost should not be ignored, to 176

avoid giving wrong cost signals in the regulation of the quality 177

of supply. 178

Since the variation in time of the demand that would have 179

been supplied to the loads without the interruption cannot be 180

determined, a conventional rule has to be established to de- 181

termine the ENS during an interruption, to be considered for 182

different categories of customers. In this way, it is possible to 183

calculate the ENS for each type of customer and to determine 184

the share of the overall ENS among them. For this purpose, 185

different approaches may be considered. 186

1) Traditional approach, in which the rated power of the loads 187

involved in the interruption is multiplied by the duration 188
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of the interruption to give the ENS. This approach cannot189

consider the time at which the interruption occurs.190

2) Load profile-based approach, in which conventional pre-
Q1

191

determined load profiles constructed according to the cat-192

egory of consumers are applied to the duration of the193

interruption to determine the ENS for each category of194

consumers.195

3) Measure-based approach, in which the active power of196

the load served at the time step before the occurrence of197

the fault is assumed as a reference. With these bases, it is198

possible to determine the ENS by considering a constant199

power for the duration of the interruption or to apply a200

combined approach based on the measured power and201

the load profile.11 Of course, this approach is applicable202

only when the measured active power values are available203

at the time step preceding the interruption. A specific204

advantage is the possibility of dealing with individual205

loads and not only a customer category. In the absence206

of a totally metered system, in the realm of the evolution207

toward smarter grids, this approach could be applied only208

to the measured portion of the total load, keeping the other209

approaches mentioned above for the remaining part of the210

load.211

B. Intraday Reconfiguration212

The recent trend toward extended automation in distribution213

networks and microgrids is making the idea of applying intra-214

day reconfiguration more and more appealing. The variability215

in time of the load and generation patterns makes it possible216

to formulate suitable strategies to change the optimal network217

configuration during the day on the basis of a suitably defined218

objective function. Current literature has addressed the intraday219

reconfiguration problem under different points of view and time220

horizons as summarized in [42]. Nevertheless, technical and221

practical issues limit the number of configuration changes that222

can be made during the day. Increasing the number of switch-223

ing operations could result in more transient problems during224

switching, increased risk of outages, reduction in the expected225

life of the switches due to their extra stress, and higher cost of226

repeated switching. Furthermore, intraday reconfiguration leads227

to higher complexity in tracking the changes of the network228

configurations during time. A particular issue is the uncertainty229

whether the new configuration will be significantly better than230

the previous one, to make the reconfiguration action worthwhile.231

Resorting to a more extensive action of the centralized remote232

control of the switches is part of the main benefits of smart grids.233

However, this extensive action could raise vulnerability issues234

as indicated in [43].235

C. Exploitation of Dedicated Solutions for Mobile Generation236

and Storage237

The adoption of mobile generation technologies is one of the238

solutions that may be used by distribution companies in order239

1The latter way to determine the ENS through the combination of the mea-
sured value with the load profile is not straightforward. A discussion on these
aspects will be reported in a future contribution.

to restore supply in a relatively flexible way, provided that ef- 240

ficient solutions for fault location are in place [44]. Depending 241

on the size of the local generator to be used and the voltage 242

level for network connection, the size of the mobile genera- 243

tion system changes. The technologies contain truck-mounted 244

generators, transformers, and protection systems with advanced 245

interfaces to synchronize and control the generators [45]. The 246

current trend is to develop technologies that may be mounted 247

on an ordinary truck, in order to be ready to operate as fast as 248

possible by making the travel time shorter. This aspect is cru- 249

cial and limits the size of the mobile generation system. In fact, 250

some mobile power stations available today are classified as 251

“exceptional transports,” requiring special permits, additional 252

auxiliary vehicles to follow the transport and, if needed, also 253

to close some local roads to enable the transport. All these as- 254

pects increase the timing of on-site availability of the mobile 255

generation considerably, strongly affecting the contribution of 256

the mobile generation to reliability. 257

In addition to mobile generation, mobile storage is of inter- 258

est for reliability purposes. The technical specifications for a 259

substation-size lithium-ion energy mobile storage system, with 260

rated values of 1 MW and 2 MWh, have been developed by a 261

group of utilities [46]. From the technical point of view, mo- 262

bile storage can be seen as a version of mobile generation with 263

limited energy capacity. 264

The availability of mobile emergency power supply with gen- 265

eration and storage resources has to be properly coordinated in 266

order to get the higher benefits from these resources. The solu- 267

tion strategies must also take into account the importance given 268

to the network nodes [47]. The allocation of mobile generation 269

vehicles is carried out in [48] by setting up a cost optimization 270

algorithm that considers the investment costs of additional emer- 271

gency supply, the customer outage cost, and the operation and 272

maintenance cost of the emergency power supply systems. The 273

prepositioning of truck-mounted mobile emergency generators 274

is proposed in [49] to dispatch these generators to some nodes of 275

the distribution system with the aim of restoring critical loads, 276

by forming multiple microgrids. 277

III. RELIABILITY ASSESSMENT 278

A. Service Restoration Process 279

The proposed approach is designed to study real distribution 280

systems, whose structural topologies are meshed, but the redun- 281

dant branches are open to form radial configurations facilitating 282

network operation and protection schemes. Each distribution 283

network configuration is represented by the state (open/closed) 284

of the connections of each branch terminal to its sending and 285

ending nodes. 286

In this paper, two connecting devices are considered: 1) 287

remote-controlled circuit breaker, with automatic trip in case of 288

fault; and 2) remote-controlled synchronization device (switch), 289

without automatic trip in case of a fault. 290

The network structure is assumed to be known, without ad- 291

dressing the possible addition of feeder interties as in [50]. 292

Furthermore, the optimal allocation of the switches is not 293
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addressed in this paper; the reader may refer to [51] for spe-294

cific details.295

Three types of faults are analyzed for calculating the duration296

of the interruptions as follows.297

1) Faults at the local generation units, which may be multiple298

and may occur inside the restoration period from other299

faults. The local generating unit is excluded by the action300

of the local protection device. These faults only affect the301

availability of the local generation unit.302

2) Temporary faults of the system branches with remote-303

controlled circuit breakers and with automatic trips. There304

is a single restoration stage as, by definition, the fault is305

cleared after having reclosed the circuit breaker. When the306

circuit breaker located in the path from the terminal bus307

of the faulted branch to the root (substation) opens, all the308

downward nodes experience a temporary interruption. The309

local generators with fault ride-through capability remain310

connected; the other local generation units are switched311

OFF to avoid their negative impacts on fault currents and312

protection schemes.313

3) Permanent faults of the system branches, indicating fault314

conditions still exist after the trip and first reclosing of315

the circuit breaker. For these faults, remote-controlled op-316

erations and manual operations of the switches are per-317

formed, if necessary, to isolate the fault and restore the318

operation in the nonfaulted part of the system. The cir-319

cuit breaker initially opens the circuit, so the downstream320

feeder is de-energized. Then, the control center of the dis-321

tribution system activates a remote-controlled operation-322

based strategy exploring the faulted branch. With this323

strategy, the fault is located and the faulted branch is iso-324

lated. Loads of the feeder located upstream of the faulted325

branch are resupplied, and for the loads downstream of326

the feeder, there are two possibilities.327

a) The supply to the loads is restored within the for-328

mation of an intentional island.329

b) The loads are subject to a permanent interruption,330

with the exception of the nodes recovered by the331

mobile generation, until the reparation of the faulted332

branch has been completed.333

The process after the fault reparation is completed with the334

restoration of the initial configuration. When the synchroniza-335

tion devices are present in the connection point, the islands can336

be reconnected to the distribution network without interruption.337

If there is no synchronization device at the connection point, it is338

necessary to disconnect the nodes located between the upstream339

node (able to perform synchronization) and the island boundary.340

In this case, there is an additional duration of the interruption,341

given by the time needed to reconnect the island to the grid.342

A suitable DG unit is needed to be able to sustain the island343

during and after the island formation, and its interface device344

must be able to identify the fault currents to avoid the island345

reconnection to the grid when a fault occurs inside the island.346

Many factors affect the probability of the formation of an347

intentional island as follows.348

1) Availability of local generators able to guarantee volt-349

age/frequency control and dynamic response. In this350

respect, local generators operating in voltage-following 351

mode (i.e., with no voltage control) are not suitable to 352

support the islanding [52]. This may also happen for local 353

generators aiming to provide voltage control when they 354

operate at their reactive power limits. 355

2) Probability that the generation exceeds the load, providing 356

an adequate supply, also taking into account the determi- 357

nation of the DER capacity under uncertain conditions 358

[53]. 359

3) Probability (1 – PIF) of success in the transition to the 360

island formation, where the probability of island forma- 361

tion (PIF) is an assigned probability of islanding failure. A 362

further possibility could be to run a transient stability sim- 363

ulation for each island formation, to ensure that the new 364

operating point in island conditions is correctly reached 365

[54]. 366

When the service has been restored, the island can be re- 367

connected to the network only when synchronism between the 368

island and the grid is reached at the connection interface. 369

B. Time-Sequential Monte Carlo Simulation Approach 370

In classical reliability analysis, the Markov approach is used 371

to establish analytical methods under the hypothesis that the 372

times to failure and the repair times of the system components 373

are exponentially distributed. In this case, the failure rates and 374

the repair rates of these components are constant. However, the 375

exponential distribution cannot be adopted for other variables 376

such as the restoration times, for which various solutions have 377

been adopted in the literature, e.g., lognormal [55], normal [14], 378

and Gamma [56] probability distribution functions (PDFs). 379

The time-sequential MC simulation is used to calculate the 380

reliability indicators for a distribution system with DG. The pro- 381

cedure contains M repeated simulations, considering for each 382

simulation, a random fault pattern involving the network com- 383

ponents and the DG units. The failure rate is specified for each 384

component in the data input. 385

The overall period of time considered for the observation is 386

denoted by T. Each simulation is based on a fault pattern that 387

is generated by randomly extracting, for each component k, the 388

number of faults n(k) from a Poisson distribution using the fail- 389

ure rate as a parameter.2 2 Then, each fault j = 1, . . . , n(k) 390

involving each component k is randomly located in time period 391

T by extracting a random number from a uniform probability 392

distribution defined in time interval [0, T] and using it to repre- 393

sent the time instant t
(k)
j at which the fault occurs. 394

At the end of the definition of the time instants for each 395

fault, an ordered list is formed, containing all the time instants 396

introduced in ascending order, to represent the time sequence of 397

the fault events occurring in any component. Each fault instant is 398

then associated with its restoration time, selected at random from 399

the probability distribution (e.g., with a Gamma distribution) of 400

the restoration time for the corresponding component. If the 401

component is a branch, the selection includes the determination 402

2In some references, the negative binomial probability distribution has been
considered instead of Poisson to represent the annual number of faults for MV
cables [57], [58].
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Fig. 1. Time-sequential MC reliability calculation method.

of whether the fault is temporary or permanent, with the related403

restoration times.404

The definition of the fault pattern is followed by the analysis405

of the individual faults, one at a time, calculating the contri-406

bution of each fault to the reliability indicator considered, e.g.,407

ENS. During the analysis, further aspects such as the avail-408

ability and success of an operation of the components called409

for performing specific actions (e.g., switching systems associ-410

ated with DG units that have to operate to guarantee successful411

island creation) are considered. At the same time, possible mul-412

tiple or dependent faults are handled during the analysis of the413

effects of the fault. Finally, the possible occurrence of another414

fault (set by the definition of the fault time instants) during the415

restoration process of the fault under analysis is verified. This416

occurrence is very unlikely, given the relatively fast restoration417

with respect to the overall time period of observation and the rel-418

atively low number of faults but cannot be excluded for practical419

purposes.420

C. Determination of the Duration of the Interruptions421

Fig. 1 illustrates the characteristics of the computational pro-422

cedure. The solution algorithm proceeds sequentially in time423

with respect to the chronological sequence of the interrup-424

tion events. The first action is the identification of the cir-425

cuit breaker serving the faulted feeder. Then, the load points426

located in other feeders are supplied (with no interruption).427

For the faulted feeder, the procedure is based on the following 428

steps. 429

1) Analysis of temporary faults: the first calculation is the ex- 430

traction of the random restoration time. For the load points 431

located in the feeder with an interruption, the duration of 432

the interruptions is updated by adding the corresponding 433

instant of the restoration time. 434

2) Analysis of permanent faults: the restoration process with 435

the possibility of islanding formation is carried out. The 436

following steps are considered. 437

a) For the faulted feeder, store the location of the load 438

points in a list, and inspect which load point is as- 439

signed to an intentional island. 440

i) Find the local generators connected to the 441

isolated nodes and check their availabilities 442

at the moment when the fault occurs and for 443

the whole duration of the service restoration 444

process (the local unit could be unavailable 445

due to scheduled maintenance or to failure). 446

ii) For the load points assigned to an island, add 447

the island formation time to the interruption 448

duration. 449

iii) For the load points not assigned to an island, 450

the interruption duration depends on the ran- 451

dom restoration time. Mobile generation can 452

be used to reach the nonsupplied nodes: the 453

interruption duration can be reduced, extract- 454

ing a random number representing the time 455

to activate the mobile generation. 456

b) If an island is formed, the power flow in the micro- 457

grid is calculated (e.g., with the backward–forward 458

sweep method), and the constraints on the voltage 459

and current limits verified. In the case of constraint 460

violation, the structure of the intentional island is 461

modified until no violation occurs [29]. All the load 462

points belonging to intentional islands are marked 463

as well as the DG units that control the island oper- 464

ation. 465

c) Identification of the synchronization points adja- 466

cent to the island that may be located on the island 467

boundary: no further contribution to the interruption 468

duration; or not located on the island boundary: the 469

island reconnection time is added to the interrup- 470

tion duration, due to the operations for restoring the 471

initial configuration after the fault. 472

d) Finally, the possibility of using mobile genera- 473

tors to serve the nonsupplied nodes is consid- 474

ered. The number of available mobile generators is 475

randomly selected from 0 to a user-specified max- 476

imum number, with a given probability of the var- 477

ious occurrences. Instead of setting up a physical 478

location for the mobile units when they are not 479

used, the time to reach the node to supply is con- 480

sidered as the relevant random variable. The in- 481

stances of this variable are extracted from a uniform 482

distribution between a minimum and a maximum 483

value. 484
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Fig. 2. Scheme of the MV network.

IV. APPLICATION TO A REAL DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM485

A. Description of the System486

1) Network Structure: The medium-voltage (MV) distribu-487

tion network under analysis is a real network with 207 nodes488

and 213 branches, located on an island. The network has a489

weakly meshed structure, but it is operated in a radial way. The490

number of redundant branches (open for obtaining a radial con-491

figuration) is 7. Furthermore, the system is supplied by a single492

thermal power plant, located at the slack node, composed of493

eight generator groups, with a total installed power of 20 MW494

[59]. The island is totally dependent on external sources of en-495

ergy. The supply system is fed by diesel generators, as well as496

by oil-based ones.497

The scheme of the network, where DG, circuit breakers, and498

synchronization devices are located,3 is shown in Fig. 2. The499

big circle represents the slack node while the small circles500

represent the other 206 nodes. The network contains differ-501

ent types of loads (residential, industrial, and commercial) and502

some DG plants supplied by wind, photovoltaic (PV), waste to503

energy (W2E), and geothermal systems, represented by colored504

squares. Hourly profiles are used to characterize the different505

3The optimal allocation of the switches is not addressed in this paper. The
reader may refer to [51] for specific details.

TABLE I
REDUNDANT BRANCHES

Initial and final nodes of the seven redundant branches

2-69 4-131 8-135 23-148 73-121 85-198 73-121

TABLE II
DG CONNECTED TO THE NETWORK

Generation
type

Number of units and
rated power (kW)

Annual production
(GWh)

Wind 2 × 20 0.15
PV 3 × 200 1.332
Geothermal 1 × 2500 19.99
W2E 1 × 370 1.91

types of loads and generations. The seven redundant branches 506

[42] are indicated in Table I but are not drawn in Fig. 2 for the 507

sake of simplicity. 508

For the one-year reliability assessment, the DG units have 509

been included in the network to evaluate the benefits of the 510

integration of renewable energy in isolated systems. 511

2) Generation Profiles: The generation units considered are 512

taken from [59]. The most realistic operation implies full ex- 513

ploitation of the geothermal and W2E sources and the inclu- 514

sion of some wind and PV power plants. Geothermal and W2E 515

profiles for one year are taken from [59] and [60]. The small 516

geothermal power plant (2.5 MW) is located in the southwest of 517

the island and operates during 8000 h/year (considering a pro- 518

grammed unavailability due to successive maintenance of the 519

generation groups in winter). 520

Information on DG is reported in Table II. Wind and PV 521

generation profiles are taken from historical data for one year 522

available in [61]. In the case of wind, only data for 9 months 523

are available, and the other 3 months are forecasted using a 524

probabilistic method based on scenario generation from time 525

series data, taken from the approach reported in [62]. 526

3) Demand Profiles: For distribution system studies, a rel- 527

evant aspect is the characterization of the aggregate demand. 528

The probabilistic model of the aggregate demand is very useful 529

for system operators or aggregators for extracting information 530

about the demand-side behavior in the operation of microgrids. 531

The time step used to scan the aggregate demand pattern is 532

very important to preserve the information about the consumers’ 533

behavior and the related uncertainty. Conventional models of 534

aggregate electrical demand consider an average value for a 535

specific time step (e.g., 30–60 min). In this case, one-hour step 536

is used. The aggregate average load patterns for one day and for 537

the whole network are illustrated in Fig. 3. In the same way, the 538

power generation for a typical summer day is chosen in order to 539

represent the generation profiles in Fig. 4. 540

4) Intraday Configuration Strategy: An intraday strategy is 541

applied in order to maximize the optimality of the network 542

configuration. In this case, two optimal configurations are used 543

for the whole year, one for peak hours and another for off-peak 544
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Fig. 3. Average hourly demand profiles.

Fig. 4. Average hourly generation profiles for the summer period.

TABLE III
PARAMETERS FOR RESTORATION TIMES

Shape parameter (k) Scale parameter (θ) Approx. fault time

5 2 10 s
4 60 3 min
4 450 30 min
4 800 1 h
4 10 000 10 h

hours as shown in [41, Table VII]. These results have been545

found for the specific case with a relatively low penetration of546

DG. However, the method used is general, also in case of a more547

remarkable penetration of DG, in which the distinction between548

peak hours and off-peak hours becomes less evident.549

5) Other Data: For reliability analysis, the whole period550

of one year with time intervals of one hour is assumed. The551

failure rate per branch is 0.5 (for temporary faults) and 0.05552

(for permanent faults). The duration of faults is assumed to be553

10 s for temporary faults, and 3 min, 30 min, 1 h, and 10 h554

for permanent faults. The fault probability of the generator is555

0.1. The parameters of the restoration times for the Gamma556

distribution (shape and scale factor) are shown in Table III.557

Fig. 5. Island formation during fault in branch 148.

B. Results and Discussion 558

1) Definition of the Cases and Simulation Framework: The 559

results of the reliability analysis are shown by applying the 560

sequential MC method with 1000 repetitions in the following 561

cases: 562

1) case I, with neither DG nor mobile generation; 563

2) case II, with mobile generation and no DG; 564

3) case III, with DG and no mobile generation; 565

4) case IV, with DG and mobile generation. 566

In all the cases, the same random faults are considered in 567

order to provide a sound comparison among the differences in 568

the ENS results. 569

The simulations have been carried out by using the CPLEX 570

11 solver in MATLAB [63]. An Intel Xeon E7-4820 computer 571

with four processors at 2 GHz and 128 GB of RAM has been 572

used. 573

2) Analysis of a Specific Simulation: The details of a spe- 574

cific simulation are provided here in order to illustrate how the 575

algorithm process works. Let us analyze one permanent fault in 576

branch 148 (connecting node 146 to node 148). The time of the 577

fault is selected from a uniform distribution along the year, in 578

this specific situation, occurring during hour 19:00 of the 23rd 579

day of the 9th month. 580

Initially, the circuit breaker located at node 131 is found and 581

the downstream load (residential load 838.5 kW, industrial load 582

599.1 kW, and commercial load 867.7 kW) is not supplied. In 583

that instant, the topology is the one shown in Fig. 5, the wind 584

generator at node 153 is producing 12.8 kW, and the W2E power 585

plant is generating 282.8 kW. The number of available mobile 586

generators is 2, acting in the 42nd and 71st min after the fault 587

occurs. 588

After the algorithm finds the circuit breaker, it verifies the 589

existence of local generation in the isolated feeder with suitable 590
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Fig. 6. CDF of the ENS to contract power ratio for residential users.

Fig. 7. CDF of the ENS to contract power ratio for industrial users.

Fig. 8. CDF of the ENS to contract power ratio for commercial users.

characteristics to create an intentional island and looks for the591

synchronization point in order to isolate part of the network until592

the fault is restored.593

There are two synchronization points at nodes 151 and 174.594

The wind generator at node 153 can only supply 12.8 kW of the595

Fig. 9. Average values of the total ENS in the four cases.

Fig. 10. ENS share for residential, industrial and commercial users with differ-
ent approaches to ENS calculation and DG and mobile generation penetration.
(a) Case I, (b) case II, (c) case III, and (d) case IV.

demand (21.86 kW) at that node. On the other hand, the W2E 596

power plant checks whether it can create an island supplying the 597

loads near its location (node 205) with its own power. Therefore, 598

there is an island formation among nodes 201, 203, 204, 205, 599

and 206, located downstream from the synchronization point at 600

node 174. In this specific situation, the synchronization point is 601

not located on the island boundary. Finally, the existence of two 602

available mobile generators covers the demand of nodes 148 603

and 149 until the fault is restored. 604

3) Comparison Criterion and Overall Results: Considering 605

all the simulations for one year, for the sake of comparison, the 606

faults are the same for all the cases. The maximum and mini- 607

mum number of faults are 149 and 84, respectively. ENS values 608

have been calculated for residential, industrial, and commercial 609

users. However, the total energy consumption in one year for 610

the three types of users is different. Considering the conven- 611

tional load profiles established for the different types of users, 612

the energy consumption in one year (without interruptions) is 613

17 275 MWh for residential users, 13 346 MWh for industrial 614

users, and 21 073 MWh for commercial users. Thereby, consid- 615

ering only the ENS values to compare the results for the different 616

users is not appropriate. The energy consumption is taken as the 617
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Fig. 11. Probability density functions (PDFs) of the ENS to energy consumption ratio.

conventional reference to calculate the ratio between the total618

ENS and the contract power for each type of user. This ratio is619

the relevant variable used for the sake of comparison.620

The cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of the ENS to621

contract power ratio are presented in Figs. 6–8, in the four cases.622

Comparing the three figures, it is more likely to have a higher623

ENS to contract power ratio for the commercial users, compared624

to the other ones, as its CDF is shifted to the right-hand side.625

On the other hand, it is more frequent to have a lower ENS 626

to contract power ratio, first, for the industrial users, then, for 627

the residential users, and finally, for the commercial users as 628

shown in Figs. 6–11. Moreover, as expected, there is a higher Q2629

probability to have a lower ENS in case IV, which includes 630

DG and availability for mobile generation. Cases II and III are 631

similar, case III being slightly better to reduce the overall ENS. 632

Finally, case I is the worst one in terms of continuity of supply. 633

Javier.Contreras
Nota adhesiva
in Figs. 6-8 and 11
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As observed, the CDF is close to 1 in the worst situation when634

the ratio is 28 h for industrial users, 31 h for residential users,635

and 39 h for commercial users. This can also be seen in Fig. 9.636

Moreover, this figure also illustrates the different total ENS637

values corresponding to the different methods. The traditional638

approach provides higher ENS, as expected, while the results639

obtained from the measure-based and load profile-based640

approaches are very similar. In particular, the load profile-based641

approach leads to slightly lower values than the measure-642

based approach whilst being more accurate in determining the643

total ENS.644

Fig. 10 illustrates the ENS share among the different users for645

each case. The ENS share for the commercial users is similar646

to the measure-based and load profile-based approaches for all647

the cases. In the traditional approach, the ENS share is equiv-648

alent among the three types of users, except for case III, in649

which the proportion is 40% commercial, 35% industrial, and650

25% residential, the ENS share of the residential users being the651

lowest of all the cases. In the load profile-based and measure-652

based approaches, the ENS share remains approximately con-653

stant among all the users for the four cases (41% commercial,654

25% industrial, and 34% residential). Finally, as explained be-655

fore, the higher percentage of the ENS share corresponds to the656

commercial users.657

Fig. 11 displays the PDFs of the ENS to contract power ratio.658

It shows that the commercial demand contribution to the ENS659

to contract power ratio is also higher than for the residential and660

industrial users as it is further shifted to the right for the four661

cases. The highest probability is 0.21 in case IV for the industrial662

users, which corresponds to an ENS to contract power ratio of663

2 h. This means that the highest probability of having the lowest664

ratio is for the industrial users. In fact, the probability of having a665

lower ratio is seen in case IV, in which the PDFs are concentrated666

on the lowest ratios for all types of users. In all the cases, the667

distribution is asymmetrical and right-skewed.668

V. CONCLUSION669

This paper has presented an extended framework for the670

reliability evaluation of active distribution systems for a pe-671

riod of time. This framework includes the possibility of creat-672

ing intentional islands in case a fault occurs and shows how673

the introduction of DG, intraday network reconfiguration strat-674

egy, and mobile generation improve reliability by reducing the675

ENS.676

The effectiveness of the proposed approach has been shown677

in the application to a real MV network. Numerical results have678

been presented in different cases, with and without DG and mo-679

bile generation, and with different ways to calculate the ENS,680

based on conventional load profiles or measured values of the681

demand at given time steps. This is in line with the current682

developments aimed at providing practical implementations of683

the smart grid paradigm. One of the advantages that DG can684

provide to electric utilities and customers is the possibility of685

improving the continuity of supply by implementing safe in-686

tentional islands in the event of an upstream supply outage.687

The possibility of creating islands during the service restoration688

process may be constrained by regulatory issues as the DG 689

owner would have to take care of the loads served by another 690

entity under normal operating conditions. The analyses carried 691

out in this paper consider that such a limitation is not in place. 692

Based on the framework presented, it is possible to carry out 693

many types of parametric analyses by changing the amount of 694

DG and mobile generation in the network, assessing the effects 695

on reliability in such a way to provide useful information for 696

distribution system planning. 697
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5

Abstract—In this paper, the notion of reliability assessment for6
distribution system applications is revisited to include a number7
of practices emerging in the smart grid context. The information8
on the variations in time of generation and demand is taken into9
account to establish a reference network configuration that con-10
siders the definition of an intraday reconfiguration strategy based11
on conventional load profiles for different categories of demand12
(residential, industrial, and commercial). After a fault, the ser-13
vice restoration process is aided by the formation of autonomous14
islanded subsystems (microgrids). During the restoration period,15
each subsystem is able to serve the local demand in a given por-16
tion of the network and to reconnect to the main network through17
proper synchronization. Dedicated solutions for mobile generation18
and storage are exploited to reach the nodes needing additional19
supply. A sequential Monte Carlo method is used to carry out20
reliability assessment. The use of this method incorporates the ef-21
fects of interfering near-coincident faults and time-varying load22
and local generation patterns. The application on a real distribu-23
tion network is presented, showing the probability distributions24
of the reliability indicators (power and energy not supplied), as25
well as the breakdown of these indicators for different demand26
categories.27

Index Terms—Demand profile, intraday reconfiguration, micro-28
grid, mobile generation, reliability, resilience, sequential Monte29
Carlo (MC), smart grid.30

I. INTRODUCTION31

M ICROGRIDS are emerging as viable network structures32

to serve the local demand in the presence of an ade-33

quate local energy mix, able to provide voltage and frequency34
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control and grid stability through the available resources during 35

operation [1]. The concepts used to operate a microgrid can be 36

adopted to determine how to manage an intentional island taken 37

as a subsystem of a distribution network to obtain benefits during 38

the restoration process after a fault [2]. In the same way, these 39

concepts may be used to identify subsystems with self-healing 40

capabilities, with the aim of enhancing the distribution system’s 41

resilience against extended service interruption events [3]–[5]. 42

The classical reliability analysis of distribution systems is 43

based on the calculation of a number of indicators taking into 44

account the frequency and duration of the interruptions, for ex- 45

ample, leading to the determination of the system availability, 46

and the power and energy not supplied (ENS). Reliability indi- 47

cators may be calculated either a posteriori (e.g., at the end of 48

each year) in order to check the compliance with the regulatory 49

limits set up by the relevant authority, or a priori (e.g., on the 50

basis of the expected network operation for the next period) 51

in order to be used as objective functions for single- or multi- 52

objective optimization purposes [6]–[8], or within operational 53

planning or expansion planning tools [9]–[12]. 54

In the classical a priori reliability analysis, the typical calcu- 55

lations were based on a number of hypotheses, generally con- 56

sidering a given network structure (i.e., the standard network 57

configuration), given power for each customer (based on the 58

contract power), and the absence of a contribution from local 59

generation. Deterministic or probabilistic methods are used. The 60

latter ones are of particular interest as they provide information 61

on the probability distributions of the reliability indices, mak- 62

ing it possible to determine the exceeding probability of these 63

indices with respect to specific limits. 64

Analytical methods or Monte Carlo (MC) methods may be 65

used for a probabilistic reliability analysis [13]. Analytical meth- 66

ods are faster [14]. An effective method that uses the characteris- 67

tic functions is illustrated in [15]. A limitation of the analytical 68

approach is that it cannot consider common-mode and inter- 69

fering near-coincident faults. These limitations are not present 70

in MC methods [16], in which the effects of multiple faults 71

can be included, as well as dependencies on external variables 72

and time-changing loads or generation. Different types of MC 73

simulation include nonsequential methods with state sampling 74

or state transition sampling [16], time sequential methods with 75

state duration sampling, and pseudo-sequential MC methods 76

0093-9994 © 2017 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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with a nonsequential selection of the failure states and a se-77

quential simulation of the sequence of neighboring states [17].78

A recent proposal to represent correlated time series within a79

nonsequential method is discussed in [18].80

The penetration of distributed energy resources (DER), in-81

cluding distributed generation (DG), distributed storage (DS),82

and demand response (DR), has raised interest in reliability83

assessment with DER, in particular with respect to the possi-84

bility of creating islands during the service restoration process,85

and also as an alternative to construct new network branches86

[19]–[22]. A general overview of reliability models and methods87

for distribution systems with renewable energy DG is reported88

in [23]. An analytical formulation of reliability assessment with89

remote-controlled switches and islanded microgrids is presented90

in [24]. An analytical method that considers the DG reliability91

model, islanding operation, and changes in the protection strat-92

egy is described in [25].93

A nonsequential MC method is used in [26] to evaluate the94

reliability of active distribution grids. The application of the95

pseudo-sequential MC method is discussed in [27]. Examples96

of using the time-sequential MC method are reported in [28]97

to calculate the reliability indices for different DG applications98

without considering islanding, and in [29] with the possibility99

of forming islands for the generators placed downstream with100

respect to the fault. A two-step MC simulation is used in [30],101

where a number of new metrics for reliability assessment with102

microgrids are also introduced.103

A specific case of using DS to improve reliability by consid-104

ering both the customers’ willingness to pay and the DS cost is105

presented in [31]. In [32] and [33], electric vehicles operating106

in vehicle-to-grid (V2G) mode are considered as a further pos-107

sibility of enhancing reliability by exploiting the local supply108

located in parking lots. Centralized and dispersed contributions109

of electric vehicles including V2G and vehicle-to-home (V2H)110

are addressed in [34]. Furthermore, DR has the potential to im-111

prove service reliability during contingencies, provided that an112

appropriate plan for DR procurement is set up [35].113

In a smart grid context, the evolution of distribution automa-114

tion, DER control, computational methods, and data analyt-115

ics is making it possible to introduce a number of additional116

features into the classical reliability analysis tools. Thereby,117

reliability assessment is enriched with innovative contents118

as follows.119

1) The incorporation of DER in the service restoration pro-120

cess, with the creation of intentional islands, provided121

that the technical properties of the DER are appropriate to122

ensure suitable control and stability of the microgrid.123

2) The provision of supply through mobile generation and124

storage, to add flexibility to the location of additional125

supply sources during the service restoration process.126

3) The possibility of considering demand profiles for differ-127

ent types of customers, that is, enabling the distinction128

among the interruptions occurring in different time peri-129

ods for these customers.130

4) Change of network configurations over time, determining131

the most appropriate intraday configurations according to132

specific objective functions.133

This paper shows how the above-mentioned contents are in- 134

cluded in reliability analysis, with the calculation of probabilis- 135

tic reliability indices. In [36], a time-sequential MC simulation 136

is presented for reliability evaluation of distribution systems 137

with the presence of chronological patterns of specific renew- 138

able generation, using an intraday reconfiguration considering 139

two optimal topologies for peak and off-peak hours. This pa- 140

per is an extended and generalized version of [36]. The specific 141

contributions are as follows. 142

1) An introduction of a set of conventional load profiles in the 143

reliability analysis, in order to enable the determination 144

of the share of ENS of the different types of consumers 145

(e.g., residential, industrial and commercial), and local 146

generation systems. 147

2) The execution of a time-sequential MC simulation by con- 148

sidering the starting configuration resulting from the in- 149

traday reconfiguration carried out at fixed time intervals 150

on the basis of the conventional load profiles. 151

3) the formulation of a mathematical model for reliability 152

assessment of a distribution system with renewable gen- 153

eration, possible formation of intentional islands, and use 154

of mobile generation and storage systems. 155

The next sections of this paper are organized as follows. Sec- 156

tion II recalls the reliability assessment methods used with DER 157

and describes the emergent practices recently introduced in the 158

smart grid context, which contribute to reliability assessment 159

with new information. Section III reports the details of the re- 160

liability assessment procedure. Section IV shows the results of 161

a case study of a real distribution network. Section V contains 162

concluding remarks. 163

II. EMERGENT PRACTICES IN THE SMART GRID CONTEXT 164

A. Conventional Demand Profiles in Reliability Analysis 165

Considering the same duration of the interruptions, the ENS 166

of different types of customers changes when the interruption 167

starts at different times of the day [37]. Indeed, more refined 168

information may be found from a statistical assessment of the 169

duration of the interruptions depending on the starting time 170

of the interruption [38]. Reliability analysis techniques may 171

be detailed by introducing the variation of the load patterns 172

throughout time [39]. Hourly patterns of load and renewable 173

energy sources are used in the analytical approach presented 174

in [40]. The study presented in [41] concludes that the time 175

dependence of the interruption cost should not be ignored, to 176

avoid giving wrong cost signals in the regulation of the quality 177

of supply. 178

Since the variation in time of the demand that would have 179

been supplied to the loads without the interruption cannot be 180

determined, a conventional rule has to be established to de- 181

termine the ENS during an interruption, to be considered for 182

different categories of customers. In this way, it is possible to 183

calculate the ENS for each type of customer and to determine 184

the share of the overall ENS among them. For this purpose, 185

different approaches may be considered. 186

1) Traditional approach, in which the rated power of the loads 187

involved in the interruption is multiplied by the duration 188
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of the interruption to give the ENS. This approach cannot189

consider the time at which the interruption occurs.190

2) Load profile-based approach, in which conventional pre-
Q1

191

determined load profiles constructed according to the cat-192

egory of consumers are applied to the duration of the193

interruption to determine the ENS for each category of194

consumers.195

3) Measure-based approach, in which the active power of196

the load served at the time step before the occurrence of197

the fault is assumed as a reference. With these bases, it is198

possible to determine the ENS by considering a constant199

power for the duration of the interruption or to apply a200

combined approach based on the measured power and201

the load profile.11 Of course, this approach is applicable202

only when the measured active power values are available203

at the time step preceding the interruption. A specific204

advantage is the possibility of dealing with individual205

loads and not only a customer category. In the absence206

of a totally metered system, in the realm of the evolution207

toward smarter grids, this approach could be applied only208

to the measured portion of the total load, keeping the other209

approaches mentioned above for the remaining part of the210

load.211

B. Intraday Reconfiguration212

The recent trend toward extended automation in distribution213

networks and microgrids is making the idea of applying intra-214

day reconfiguration more and more appealing. The variability215

in time of the load and generation patterns makes it possible216

to formulate suitable strategies to change the optimal network217

configuration during the day on the basis of a suitably defined218

objective function. Current literature has addressed the intraday219

reconfiguration problem under different points of view and time220

horizons as summarized in [42]. Nevertheless, technical and221

practical issues limit the number of configuration changes that222

can be made during the day. Increasing the number of switch-223

ing operations could result in more transient problems during224

switching, increased risk of outages, reduction in the expected225

life of the switches due to their extra stress, and higher cost of226

repeated switching. Furthermore, intraday reconfiguration leads227

to higher complexity in tracking the changes of the network228

configurations during time. A particular issue is the uncertainty229

whether the new configuration will be significantly better than230

the previous one, to make the reconfiguration action worthwhile.231

Resorting to a more extensive action of the centralized remote232

control of the switches is part of the main benefits of smart grids.233

However, this extensive action could raise vulnerability issues234

as indicated in [43].235

C. Exploitation of Dedicated Solutions for Mobile Generation236

and Storage237

The adoption of mobile generation technologies is one of the238

solutions that may be used by distribution companies in order239

1The latter way to determine the ENS through the combination of the mea-
sured value with the load profile is not straightforward. A discussion on these
aspects will be reported in a future contribution.

to restore supply in a relatively flexible way, provided that ef- 240

ficient solutions for fault location are in place [44]. Depending 241

on the size of the local generator to be used and the voltage 242

level for network connection, the size of the mobile genera- 243

tion system changes. The technologies contain truck-mounted 244

generators, transformers, and protection systems with advanced 245

interfaces to synchronize and control the generators [45]. The 246

current trend is to develop technologies that may be mounted 247

on an ordinary truck, in order to be ready to operate as fast as 248

possible by making the travel time shorter. This aspect is cru- 249

cial and limits the size of the mobile generation system. In fact, 250

some mobile power stations available today are classified as 251

“exceptional transports,” requiring special permits, additional 252

auxiliary vehicles to follow the transport and, if needed, also 253

to close some local roads to enable the transport. All these as- 254

pects increase the timing of on-site availability of the mobile 255

generation considerably, strongly affecting the contribution of 256

the mobile generation to reliability. 257

In addition to mobile generation, mobile storage is of inter- 258

est for reliability purposes. The technical specifications for a 259

substation-size lithium-ion energy mobile storage system, with 260

rated values of 1 MW and 2 MWh, have been developed by a 261

group of utilities [46]. From the technical point of view, mo- 262

bile storage can be seen as a version of mobile generation with 263

limited energy capacity. 264

The availability of mobile emergency power supply with gen- 265

eration and storage resources has to be properly coordinated in 266

order to get the higher benefits from these resources. The solu- 267

tion strategies must also take into account the importance given 268

to the network nodes [47]. The allocation of mobile generation 269

vehicles is carried out in [48] by setting up a cost optimization 270

algorithm that considers the investment costs of additional emer- 271

gency supply, the customer outage cost, and the operation and 272

maintenance cost of the emergency power supply systems. The 273

prepositioning of truck-mounted mobile emergency generators 274

is proposed in [49] to dispatch these generators to some nodes of 275

the distribution system with the aim of restoring critical loads, 276

by forming multiple microgrids. 277

III. RELIABILITY ASSESSMENT 278

A. Service Restoration Process 279

The proposed approach is designed to study real distribution 280

systems, whose structural topologies are meshed, but the redun- 281

dant branches are open to form radial configurations facilitating 282

network operation and protection schemes. Each distribution 283

network configuration is represented by the state (open/closed) 284

of the connections of each branch terminal to its sending and 285

ending nodes. 286

In this paper, two connecting devices are considered: 1) 287

remote-controlled circuit breaker, with automatic trip in case of 288

fault; and 2) remote-controlled synchronization device (switch), 289

without automatic trip in case of a fault. 290

The network structure is assumed to be known, without ad- 291

dressing the possible addition of feeder interties as in [50]. 292

Furthermore, the optimal allocation of the switches is not 293
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addressed in this paper; the reader may refer to [51] for spe-294

cific details.295

Three types of faults are analyzed for calculating the duration296

of the interruptions as follows.297

1) Faults at the local generation units, which may be multiple298

and may occur inside the restoration period from other299

faults. The local generating unit is excluded by the action300

of the local protection device. These faults only affect the301

availability of the local generation unit.302

2) Temporary faults of the system branches with remote-303

controlled circuit breakers and with automatic trips. There304

is a single restoration stage as, by definition, the fault is305

cleared after having reclosed the circuit breaker. When the306

circuit breaker located in the path from the terminal bus307

of the faulted branch to the root (substation) opens, all the308

downward nodes experience a temporary interruption. The309

local generators with fault ride-through capability remain310

connected; the other local generation units are switched311

OFF to avoid their negative impacts on fault currents and312

protection schemes.313

3) Permanent faults of the system branches, indicating fault314

conditions still exist after the trip and first reclosing of315

the circuit breaker. For these faults, remote-controlled op-316

erations and manual operations of the switches are per-317

formed, if necessary, to isolate the fault and restore the318

operation in the nonfaulted part of the system. The cir-319

cuit breaker initially opens the circuit, so the downstream320

feeder is de-energized. Then, the control center of the dis-321

tribution system activates a remote-controlled operation-322

based strategy exploring the faulted branch. With this323

strategy, the fault is located and the faulted branch is iso-324

lated. Loads of the feeder located upstream of the faulted325

branch are resupplied, and for the loads downstream of326

the feeder, there are two possibilities.327

a) The supply to the loads is restored within the for-328

mation of an intentional island.329

b) The loads are subject to a permanent interruption,330

with the exception of the nodes recovered by the331

mobile generation, until the reparation of the faulted332

branch has been completed.333

The process after the fault reparation is completed with the334

restoration of the initial configuration. When the synchroniza-335

tion devices are present in the connection point, the islands can336

be reconnected to the distribution network without interruption.337

If there is no synchronization device at the connection point, it is338

necessary to disconnect the nodes located between the upstream339

node (able to perform synchronization) and the island boundary.340

In this case, there is an additional duration of the interruption,341

given by the time needed to reconnect the island to the grid.342

A suitable DG unit is needed to be able to sustain the island343

during and after the island formation, and its interface device344

must be able to identify the fault currents to avoid the island345

reconnection to the grid when a fault occurs inside the island.346

Many factors affect the probability of the formation of an347

intentional island as follows.348

1) Availability of local generators able to guarantee volt-349

age/frequency control and dynamic response. In this350

respect, local generators operating in voltage-following 351

mode (i.e., with no voltage control) are not suitable to 352

support the islanding [52]. This may also happen for local 353

generators aiming to provide voltage control when they 354

operate at their reactive power limits. 355

2) Probability that the generation exceeds the load, providing 356

an adequate supply, also taking into account the determi- 357

nation of the DER capacity under uncertain conditions 358

[53]. 359

3) Probability (1 – PIF) of success in the transition to the 360

island formation, where the probability of island forma- 361

tion (PIF) is an assigned probability of islanding failure. A 362

further possibility could be to run a transient stability sim- 363

ulation for each island formation, to ensure that the new 364

operating point in island conditions is correctly reached 365

[54]. 366

When the service has been restored, the island can be re- 367

connected to the network only when synchronism between the 368

island and the grid is reached at the connection interface. 369

B. Time-Sequential Monte Carlo Simulation Approach 370

In classical reliability analysis, the Markov approach is used 371

to establish analytical methods under the hypothesis that the 372

times to failure and the repair times of the system components 373

are exponentially distributed. In this case, the failure rates and 374

the repair rates of these components are constant. However, the 375

exponential distribution cannot be adopted for other variables 376

such as the restoration times, for which various solutions have 377

been adopted in the literature, e.g., lognormal [55], normal [14], 378

and Gamma [56] probability distribution functions (PDFs). 379

The time-sequential MC simulation is used to calculate the 380

reliability indicators for a distribution system with DG. The pro- 381

cedure contains M repeated simulations, considering for each 382

simulation, a random fault pattern involving the network com- 383

ponents and the DG units. The failure rate is specified for each 384

component in the data input. 385

The overall period of time considered for the observation is 386

denoted by T. Each simulation is based on a fault pattern that 387

is generated by randomly extracting, for each component k, the 388

number of faults n(k) from a Poisson distribution using the fail- 389

ure rate as a parameter.2 2 Then, each fault j = 1, . . . , n(k) 390

involving each component k is randomly located in time period 391

T by extracting a random number from a uniform probability 392

distribution defined in time interval [0, T] and using it to repre- 393

sent the time instant t
(k)
j at which the fault occurs. 394

At the end of the definition of the time instants for each 395

fault, an ordered list is formed, containing all the time instants 396

introduced in ascending order, to represent the time sequence of 397

the fault events occurring in any component. Each fault instant is 398

then associated with its restoration time, selected at random from 399

the probability distribution (e.g., with a Gamma distribution) of 400

the restoration time for the corresponding component. If the 401

component is a branch, the selection includes the determination 402

2In some references, the negative binomial probability distribution has been
considered instead of Poisson to represent the annual number of faults for MV
cables [57], [58].
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Fig. 1. Time-sequential MC reliability calculation method.

of whether the fault is temporary or permanent, with the related403

restoration times.404

The definition of the fault pattern is followed by the analysis405

of the individual faults, one at a time, calculating the contri-406

bution of each fault to the reliability indicator considered, e.g.,407

ENS. During the analysis, further aspects such as the avail-408

ability and success of an operation of the components called409

for performing specific actions (e.g., switching systems associ-410

ated with DG units that have to operate to guarantee successful411

island creation) are considered. At the same time, possible mul-412

tiple or dependent faults are handled during the analysis of the413

effects of the fault. Finally, the possible occurrence of another414

fault (set by the definition of the fault time instants) during the415

restoration process of the fault under analysis is verified. This416

occurrence is very unlikely, given the relatively fast restoration417

with respect to the overall time period of observation and the rel-418

atively low number of faults but cannot be excluded for practical419

purposes.420

C. Determination of the Duration of the Interruptions421

Fig. 1 illustrates the characteristics of the computational pro-422

cedure. The solution algorithm proceeds sequentially in time423

with respect to the chronological sequence of the interrup-424

tion events. The first action is the identification of the cir-425

cuit breaker serving the faulted feeder. Then, the load points426

located in other feeders are supplied (with no interruption).427

For the faulted feeder, the procedure is based on the following 428

steps. 429

1) Analysis of temporary faults: the first calculation is the ex- 430

traction of the random restoration time. For the load points 431

located in the feeder with an interruption, the duration of 432

the interruptions is updated by adding the corresponding 433

instant of the restoration time. 434

2) Analysis of permanent faults: the restoration process with 435

the possibility of islanding formation is carried out. The 436

following steps are considered. 437

a) For the faulted feeder, store the location of the load 438

points in a list, and inspect which load point is as- 439

signed to an intentional island. 440

i) Find the local generators connected to the 441

isolated nodes and check their availabilities 442

at the moment when the fault occurs and for 443

the whole duration of the service restoration 444

process (the local unit could be unavailable 445

due to scheduled maintenance or to failure). 446

ii) For the load points assigned to an island, add 447

the island formation time to the interruption 448

duration. 449

iii) For the load points not assigned to an island, 450

the interruption duration depends on the ran- 451

dom restoration time. Mobile generation can 452

be used to reach the nonsupplied nodes: the 453

interruption duration can be reduced, extract- 454

ing a random number representing the time 455

to activate the mobile generation. 456

b) If an island is formed, the power flow in the micro- 457

grid is calculated (e.g., with the backward–forward 458

sweep method), and the constraints on the voltage 459

and current limits verified. In the case of constraint 460

violation, the structure of the intentional island is 461

modified until no violation occurs [29]. All the load 462

points belonging to intentional islands are marked 463

as well as the DG units that control the island oper- 464

ation. 465

c) Identification of the synchronization points adja- 466

cent to the island that may be located on the island 467

boundary: no further contribution to the interruption 468

duration; or not located on the island boundary: the 469

island reconnection time is added to the interrup- 470

tion duration, due to the operations for restoring the 471

initial configuration after the fault. 472

d) Finally, the possibility of using mobile genera- 473

tors to serve the nonsupplied nodes is consid- 474

ered. The number of available mobile generators is 475

randomly selected from 0 to a user-specified max- 476

imum number, with a given probability of the var- 477

ious occurrences. Instead of setting up a physical 478

location for the mobile units when they are not 479

used, the time to reach the node to supply is con- 480

sidered as the relevant random variable. The in- 481

stances of this variable are extracted from a uniform 482

distribution between a minimum and a maximum 483

value. 484
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Fig. 2. Scheme of the MV network.

IV. APPLICATION TO A REAL DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM485

A. Description of the System486

1) Network Structure: The medium-voltage (MV) distribu-487

tion network under analysis is a real network with 207 nodes488

and 213 branches, located on an island. The network has a489

weakly meshed structure, but it is operated in a radial way. The490

number of redundant branches (open for obtaining a radial con-491

figuration) is 7. Furthermore, the system is supplied by a single492

thermal power plant, located at the slack node, composed of493

eight generator groups, with a total installed power of 20 MW494

[59]. The island is totally dependent on external sources of en-495

ergy. The supply system is fed by diesel generators, as well as496

by oil-based ones.497

The scheme of the network, where DG, circuit breakers, and498

synchronization devices are located,3 is shown in Fig. 2. The499

big circle represents the slack node while the small circles500

represent the other 206 nodes. The network contains differ-501

ent types of loads (residential, industrial, and commercial) and502

some DG plants supplied by wind, photovoltaic (PV), waste to503

energy (W2E), and geothermal systems, represented by colored504

squares. Hourly profiles are used to characterize the different505

3The optimal allocation of the switches is not addressed in this paper. The
reader may refer to [51] for specific details.

TABLE I
REDUNDANT BRANCHES

Initial and final nodes of the seven redundant branches

2-69 4-131 8-135 23-148 73-121 85-198 73-121

TABLE II
DG CONNECTED TO THE NETWORK

Generation
type

Number of units and
rated power (kW)

Annual production
(GWh)

Wind 2 × 20 0.15
PV 3 × 200 1.332
Geothermal 1 × 2500 19.99
W2E 1 × 370 1.91

types of loads and generations. The seven redundant branches 506

[42] are indicated in Table I but are not drawn in Fig. 2 for the 507

sake of simplicity. 508

For the one-year reliability assessment, the DG units have 509

been included in the network to evaluate the benefits of the 510

integration of renewable energy in isolated systems. 511

2) Generation Profiles: The generation units considered are 512

taken from [59]. The most realistic operation implies full ex- 513

ploitation of the geothermal and W2E sources and the inclu- 514

sion of some wind and PV power plants. Geothermal and W2E 515

profiles for one year are taken from [59] and [60]. The small 516

geothermal power plant (2.5 MW) is located in the southwest of 517

the island and operates during 8000 h/year (considering a pro- 518

grammed unavailability due to successive maintenance of the 519

generation groups in winter). 520

Information on DG is reported in Table II. Wind and PV 521

generation profiles are taken from historical data for one year 522

available in [61]. In the case of wind, only data for 9 months 523

are available, and the other 3 months are forecasted using a 524

probabilistic method based on scenario generation from time 525

series data, taken from the approach reported in [62]. 526

3) Demand Profiles: For distribution system studies, a rel- 527

evant aspect is the characterization of the aggregate demand. 528

The probabilistic model of the aggregate demand is very useful 529

for system operators or aggregators for extracting information 530

about the demand-side behavior in the operation of microgrids. 531

The time step used to scan the aggregate demand pattern is 532

very important to preserve the information about the consumers’ 533

behavior and the related uncertainty. Conventional models of 534

aggregate electrical demand consider an average value for a 535

specific time step (e.g., 30–60 min). In this case, one-hour step 536

is used. The aggregate average load patterns for one day and for 537

the whole network are illustrated in Fig. 3. In the same way, the 538

power generation for a typical summer day is chosen in order to 539

represent the generation profiles in Fig. 4. 540

4) Intraday Configuration Strategy: An intraday strategy is 541

applied in order to maximize the optimality of the network 542

configuration. In this case, two optimal configurations are used 543

for the whole year, one for peak hours and another for off-peak 544
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Fig. 3. Average hourly demand profiles.

Fig. 4. Average hourly generation profiles for the summer period.

TABLE III
PARAMETERS FOR RESTORATION TIMES

Shape parameter (k) Scale parameter (θ) Approx. fault time

5 2 10 s
4 60 3 min
4 450 30 min
4 800 1 h
4 10 000 10 h

hours as shown in [41, Table VII]. These results have been545

found for the specific case with a relatively low penetration of546

DG. However, the method used is general, also in case of a more547

remarkable penetration of DG, in which the distinction between548

peak hours and off-peak hours becomes less evident.549

5) Other Data: For reliability analysis, the whole period550

of one year with time intervals of one hour is assumed. The551

failure rate per branch is 0.5 (for temporary faults) and 0.05552

(for permanent faults). The duration of faults is assumed to be553

10 s for temporary faults, and 3 min, 30 min, 1 h, and 10 h554

for permanent faults. The fault probability of the generator is555

0.1. The parameters of the restoration times for the Gamma556

distribution (shape and scale factor) are shown in Table III.557

Fig. 5. Island formation during fault in branch 148.

B. Results and Discussion 558

1) Definition of the Cases and Simulation Framework: The 559

results of the reliability analysis are shown by applying the 560

sequential MC method with 1000 repetitions in the following 561

cases: 562

1) case I, with neither DG nor mobile generation; 563

2) case II, with mobile generation and no DG; 564

3) case III, with DG and no mobile generation; 565

4) case IV, with DG and mobile generation. 566

In all the cases, the same random faults are considered in 567

order to provide a sound comparison among the differences in 568

the ENS results. 569

The simulations have been carried out by using the CPLEX 570

11 solver in MATLAB [63]. An Intel Xeon E7-4820 computer 571

with four processors at 2 GHz and 128 GB of RAM has been 572

used. 573

2) Analysis of a Specific Simulation: The details of a spe- 574

cific simulation are provided here in order to illustrate how the 575

algorithm process works. Let us analyze one permanent fault in 576

branch 148 (connecting node 146 to node 148). The time of the 577

fault is selected from a uniform distribution along the year, in 578

this specific situation, occurring during hour 19:00 of the 23rd 579

day of the 9th month. 580

Initially, the circuit breaker located at node 131 is found and 581

the downstream load (residential load 838.5 kW, industrial load 582

599.1 kW, and commercial load 867.7 kW) is not supplied. In 583

that instant, the topology is the one shown in Fig. 5, the wind 584

generator at node 153 is producing 12.8 kW, and the W2E power 585

plant is generating 282.8 kW. The number of available mobile 586

generators is 2, acting in the 42nd and 71st min after the fault 587

occurs. 588

After the algorithm finds the circuit breaker, it verifies the 589

existence of local generation in the isolated feeder with suitable 590
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Fig. 6. CDF of the ENS to contract power ratio for residential users.

Fig. 7. CDF of the ENS to contract power ratio for industrial users.

Fig. 8. CDF of the ENS to contract power ratio for commercial users.

characteristics to create an intentional island and looks for the591

synchronization point in order to isolate part of the network until592

the fault is restored.593

There are two synchronization points at nodes 151 and 174.594

The wind generator at node 153 can only supply 12.8 kW of the595

Fig. 9. Average values of the total ENS in the four cases.

Fig. 10. ENS share for residential, industrial and commercial users with differ-
ent approaches to ENS calculation and DG and mobile generation penetration.
(a) Case I, (b) case II, (c) case III, and (d) case IV.

demand (21.86 kW) at that node. On the other hand, the W2E 596

power plant checks whether it can create an island supplying the 597

loads near its location (node 205) with its own power. Therefore, 598

there is an island formation among nodes 201, 203, 204, 205, 599

and 206, located downstream from the synchronization point at 600

node 174. In this specific situation, the synchronization point is 601

not located on the island boundary. Finally, the existence of two 602

available mobile generators covers the demand of nodes 148 603

and 149 until the fault is restored. 604

3) Comparison Criterion and Overall Results: Considering 605

all the simulations for one year, for the sake of comparison, the 606

faults are the same for all the cases. The maximum and mini- 607

mum number of faults are 149 and 84, respectively. ENS values 608

have been calculated for residential, industrial, and commercial 609

users. However, the total energy consumption in one year for 610

the three types of users is different. Considering the conven- 611

tional load profiles established for the different types of users, 612

the energy consumption in one year (without interruptions) is 613

17 275 MWh for residential users, 13 346 MWh for industrial 614

users, and 21 073 MWh for commercial users. Thereby, consid- 615

ering only the ENS values to compare the results for the different 616

users is not appropriate. The energy consumption is taken as the 617
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Fig. 11. Probability density functions (PDFs) of the ENS to energy consumption ratio.

conventional reference to calculate the ratio between the total618

ENS and the contract power for each type of user. This ratio is619

the relevant variable used for the sake of comparison.620

The cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of the ENS to621

contract power ratio are presented in Figs. 6–8, in the four cases.622

Comparing the three figures, it is more likely to have a higher623

ENS to contract power ratio for the commercial users, compared624

to the other ones, as its CDF is shifted to the right-hand side.625

On the other hand, it is more frequent to have a lower ENS 626

to contract power ratio, first, for the industrial users, then, for 627

the residential users, and finally, for the commercial users as 628

shown in Figs. 6–11. Moreover, as expected, there is a higher Q2629

probability to have a lower ENS in case IV, which includes 630

DG and availability for mobile generation. Cases II and III are 631

similar, case III being slightly better to reduce the overall ENS. 632

Finally, case I is the worst one in terms of continuity of supply. 633

Pilar.Meneses
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As observed, the CDF is close to 1 in the worst situation when634

the ratio is 28 h for industrial users, 31 h for residential users,635

and 39 h for commercial users. This can also be seen in Fig. 9.636

Moreover, this figure also illustrates the different total ENS637

values corresponding to the different methods. The traditional638

approach provides higher ENS, as expected, while the results639

obtained from the measure-based and load profile-based640

approaches are very similar. In particular, the load profile-based641

approach leads to slightly lower values than the measure-642

based approach whilst being more accurate in determining the643

total ENS.644

Fig. 10 illustrates the ENS share among the different users for645

each case. The ENS share for the commercial users is similar646

to the measure-based and load profile-based approaches for all647

the cases. In the traditional approach, the ENS share is equiv-648

alent among the three types of users, except for case III, in649

which the proportion is 40% commercial, 35% industrial, and650

25% residential, the ENS share of the residential users being the651

lowest of all the cases. In the load profile-based and measure-652

based approaches, the ENS share remains approximately con-653

stant among all the users for the four cases (41% commercial,654

25% industrial, and 34% residential). Finally, as explained be-655

fore, the higher percentage of the ENS share corresponds to the656

commercial users.657

Fig. 11 displays the PDFs of the ENS to contract power ratio.658

It shows that the commercial demand contribution to the ENS659

to contract power ratio is also higher than for the residential and660

industrial users as it is further shifted to the right for the four661

cases. The highest probability is 0.21 in case IV for the industrial662

users, which corresponds to an ENS to contract power ratio of663

2 h. This means that the highest probability of having the lowest664

ratio is for the industrial users. In fact, the probability of having a665

lower ratio is seen in case IV, in which the PDFs are concentrated666

on the lowest ratios for all types of users. In all the cases, the667

distribution is asymmetrical and right-skewed.668

V. CONCLUSION669

This paper has presented an extended framework for the670

reliability evaluation of active distribution systems for a pe-671

riod of time. This framework includes the possibility of creat-672

ing intentional islands in case a fault occurs and shows how673

the introduction of DG, intraday network reconfiguration strat-674

egy, and mobile generation improve reliability by reducing the675

ENS.676

The effectiveness of the proposed approach has been shown677

in the application to a real MV network. Numerical results have678

been presented in different cases, with and without DG and mo-679

bile generation, and with different ways to calculate the ENS,680

based on conventional load profiles or measured values of the681

demand at given time steps. This is in line with the current682

developments aimed at providing practical implementations of683

the smart grid paradigm. One of the advantages that DG can684

provide to electric utilities and customers is the possibility of685

improving the continuity of supply by implementing safe in-686

tentional islands in the event of an upstream supply outage.687

The possibility of creating islands during the service restoration688

process may be constrained by regulatory issues as the DG 689

owner would have to take care of the loads served by another 690

entity under normal operating conditions. The analyses carried 691

out in this paper consider that such a limitation is not in place. 692

Based on the framework presented, it is possible to carry out 693

many types of parametric analyses by changing the amount of 694

DG and mobile generation in the network, assessing the effects 695

on reliability in such a way to provide useful information for 696

distribution system planning. 697
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